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Abstract: Critically ill intensive care unit (ICU) patients frequently experience acute insulin resistance (low insulin 

sensitivity) manifesting as stress-induced hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia, especially in the early stages of the 

treatment. High inter/intra-patient variability makes glycemic control difficult. Stochastic TARgeted (STAR) a model-

based glycemic control, directly manages this variability using model-based insulin sensitivity (SI) and a second model of 

its variability. Early occurrence of insulin resistance and hyperglycemia may need a special (customized) model-based 

control designed only for the early phase of patient treatment. This study analyses insulin sensitivity and blood glucose 

levels of ICU patients from 3 different cohorts and compares the first 24h of the treatment and the rest of the treatment in 

order to assess the differences.  Using clinical data from 717 patients treated with STAR in three independent cohorts 

(Hungary, New Zealand, and Malaysia), insulin sensitivity and blood glucose are compared at first between the first 24h 

and the rest of the treatment, then the first 24h and the successive treatment days. Results show that insulin sensitivity is 

lower in the first 24h compared to the rest of the treatment and in the first 24h compared to the five successive days. The 

differences were noticeable in the Hungarian and New Zealand cohort but not for the Malaysian cohort. Blood glucose 

levels were higher in all cohorts in the first 24h compared to the rest of the treatment time and in the first 24h compared to 

the five successive days. Patients in the early stages of ICU have low insulin sensitivity and high blood glucose levels, as 

expected, given the stress response physiology. Given the results, this study initiates the idea of Implementing a customized 

model-based control designed only for the early phase of patient treatment that can effectively handle patients' 

hyperglycemia and insulin resistance and create a space for further development. 
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Introduction 

Effective glycemic control showed a promising improvement in the outcomes in critically ill patients. However, it 

was always hard to achieve consistent results [1] due to patients' intra-and-inter variability. 

Patients in their early stage of treatment after ICU admission due to stress often experience insulin resistance (low 

insulin sensitivity), resulting in high blood glucose levels (hyperglycemia), making glycemic control very sensitive in 

the intensive care unit [2]. 

In this paper, we used patient data of 717 patients from 3 different Hospitals' ICUs: New Zeeland, Malaysia, and 

Hungary treated by STAR protocol. Stochastic TARgeted (STAR) is a Glycemic control protocol that models patient-

specific intra-and-inter variability [3]. STAR is driven by a model-based, insulin sensitivity (SI) used as a key 

parameter to assess the patient variability. It is built on the clinically validated Intensive Control Insulin- Nutrition-

Glucose (ICING) model used to characterize the fundamental Glucose-Insulin system dynamics. 

We analyzed patients insulin sensitivity and blood glucose levels across the different cohorts, and the aim of this 

work is to examine the inter/intra differences in insulin sensitivity and hyperglycemia in the early stages of the 

treatment (first 24h hours of patient ICU admission) compared to the rest of the treatment time and its potential impact 

on model-based glycemic control.  

This study initiates the idea of implementing a customized model-based control explicitly designed for the early 

phase of patient treatment that can effectively handle patients' hyperglycemia and insulin resistance. 

Methods 

STAR protocol 

STAR utilizes the Intensive Care Insulin-Nutrition-Glucose (ICING) model to simulate the fundamental metabolic 

dynamics of the glucose/insulin system of the human body [4]. The main 3 of 7 total equations are defined: 
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The model parameters, the inputs variables, and their detailed description can be found in [4]. 

Patient data 

Clinical data that contains a patient's personal information, blood glucose measurements, and insulin/nutrition 

treatment was collected from 3 different cohorts of 717 ICU patients.  

216 from the International Islamic University Malaysia Medical Centre, Malaysia, 408 from Christchurch Hospital, 

New Zeeland, 93 patients from Kalman Pandy Hospital, Gyula, Hungary [5]. 

Insulin sensitivity 

Insulin sensitivity (SI), the primary key parameters uniquely identified from clinical data on an hourly basis and 

patient variability is assessed by the hour-to-hour change in SI levels. Low values of SI indicate insulin resistance and 

the need to either add insulin or reduce nutrition to achieve lower glycemic levels.  

Clinical data including two last BG measurements, insulin/nutrition inputs, and ICING model Equations (1)-(7) is 

utilized to identify SI on hourly bases using the integral-based method [6]. 

Analysis 

We analyzed the patient's inter-intra cohort insulin sensitivity identified by STAR and the measured blood glucose 

levels during the treatment across the different cohorts. First, we compared values between the first 24h and the rest 

of the treatment time. Second, we compared values between the first 24h and the next four successive treatment days. 

We also analyzed Episodes of Insulin resistance (SI<10-5 L/mU/min ) and  Episodes of hyperglycemia (BG>10 

mmol/l). For the second part, we exclude patients with a treatment time record of less than 120 hours. 

Results 

Insulin sensitivity 

SI in the first 24h vs. the rest of the treatment 

Figure 1 shows the cumulative distribution function of insulin sensitivity (SI) of all patients under the New Zeeland, 

Hungarian and Malaysian cohort in the first 24h compared to the SI in the rest of the treatment time. Inter-cohort SI 

values are lower in the first 24h compared to the rest of the treatment. The differences were noticeable in the Hungarian 

and New Zealand cohort with mean values of 3.06 10-4 and 3.51 10-4 in the first 24h compared to 3.84 and 4.64 after, 

but not for the Malaysian cohort where the difference is small (2.04 10-4 and 2.25 10-4) as seen in Table 1. 

Intra-cohort Si values also vary, with the Malaysian cohort having the lowest SI values and the Hungarian cohort 

being the highest. The Min value of SI is 10-7 in all cohorts, which is the minimum physiological allowed value in 

the STAR protocol during the SI identification phase. 

 



 

1. Figure: Cdf of SI values in the first 24h compared to SI in the rest of the treatment for the 3 cohorts. 

1. TABLE: SI VALUES COMPARISON IN THE FIRST 24H VS. REST OF THE TREATMENT FOR THE 3 COHORTS 

 

Stats 

Cohorts 

NZ HU MLS 

First 24h After 24h First 24h After 24h First 24h After 24h 

MIN 10-7 10-7 10-7 10-7 10-7 10-7 

MAX 1.03 10-2 1.63 10-2 0.41 10-2 0.76 10-2 1.34 10-2 0.37 10-2 

MEAN 3.06 10-4 3.84 10-4 3.51 10-4 4.64 10-4 2.83 10-4 2.97 10-4 

MEDIAN 2.17 10-4 2.82 10-4 3.01 10-4 3.91 10-4 2.04 10-4 2.25 10-4 

SI in the first 24h vs. next four days 

Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution function of insulin sensitivity (SI) of all patients under the New Zeeland, 

Hungarian and Malaysian cohorts in the first 24h compared to SI in the four successive treatment days. Based on SI 

mean values reported in Table 2, the lowest value was at the first 24h compared to the next four days of the treatment 

in all the three different cohorts, as low as 2.13 10-4 in the MLS cohort, 2.73 10-4 in the NZ cohort and 3.29 10-4  in the 

HU cohort. The mean values go up on the 2nd day in all cohorts. 



Episodes of Insulin resistance (%IR) are higher in the first 24h compared to the four successive days. The Hungarian 

cohort has the lowest insulin resistance episodes of 1.07%, and the Malaysian cohort has the highest of 15.27% 

 
2. Figure:  Cdf SI values in the first 24h compared to the next four days for all cohorts. 

 

2. TABLE: SI VALUES COMPARISON BETWEEN THE FIRST FIVE DAYS OF TREATMENT FOR THE 3 COHORTS 
 

Time period 

/Stats 

Cohorts 

NZ HU MLS 

Mean % IR Mean % IR Mean % IR 

First 24h 2.73 10-4 4.16 3.29 10-4 1.07 2.13 10-4 15.27 

24-48h 3.33 10-4 1.92 3.56 10-4 0 3.04 10-4 12.00 

48-72h 2.84 10-4 2.40 4.16 10-4 0.15 3.72 10-4 11.63 

72-96h 3.20 10-4 1.60 3.62 10-4 0 2.48 10-4 10.18 

96-120h 3.65 10-4 0.72 4.71 10-4 0.61 2.79 10-4 6.90 

 

 

Blood glucose  

BG in the first 24h vs. rest of the treatment 

Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution function of blood glucose measurements (BG) of all patients under the 

New Zeeland, Hungarian and Malaysian cohort in the first 24h compared to the BG in the rest of the treatment time. 

Inter-cohort BG values are higher in the first 24h compared to the rest of the treatment. The differences were not 

significant in terms of mean values, which is 0.54-0.81 mmol/l difference between the first 24h and after. However, 



there is a noticeable difference in the maximum BG values recorded, in which the difference is up to 8.4 mmol/l, as 

seen in Table 3. 

Intra-cohort BG values also vary, with the Malaysian cohort having the highest BG values and the Hungarian cohort 

being the lowest. 

 
3. Figure:  Cdf of BG values in the first 24h compared to the rest of the treatment for the 3 cohorts. 

 

3. TABLE: BG VALUES COMPARISON IN THE FIRST 24H VS. REST OF THE TREATMENT FOR THE 3 COHORTS 
 

Stats 

Cohorts 

NZ HU MLS 

First 24h After 24h First 24h After 24h First 24h After 24h 

MIN 1.7 1.3 2.3 1.7 2.4 1 

MAX 31 22.6 23.9 20.4 32.30 26.30 

MEAN 8.34 7.72 8.09 7.28 9.61 9.07 

MEDIAN 7.80 7.40 7.60 6.90 9 8.70 

BG in the first 24h vs. next four days 

Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribution function of Blood glucose (BG) of all patients under the New Zeeland, 

Hungarian and Malaysian cohorts in the first 24h compared to SI in the four successive treatment days. Based on BG 

mean values reported in Table 4, the highest BG mean value was at the first 24h compared to the next four days of the 

treatment in all the three different cohorts, as high as 10.20 in the MLS cohort. BG values drop on the 2nd day in all 

cohorts. 

Episodes of hyperglycemia (%HG) are higher in the first 24h compared to the four successive days. The Malaysian 

cohort has the highest hyperglycemia episodes of almost half of the measurements (45.23%), and the Hungarian cohort 

has the lowest episodes.  



 
4. Figure: Cfd of BG in the first 24h compared to next 4 days of treatment 

 

4. TABLE: BG VALUES COMPARISON BETWEEN THE FIRST 5 DAYS OF TREATMENT FOR THE 3 COHORTS 
 

Time period 

/Stats 

Cohorts 

NZ HU MLS 

Mean %HG Mean %HG Mean %HG 

First 24h 8.68 23.52 7.80 13.85 10.20 45.23 

24-48h 8.11 16.68 6.70 1.03 8.82 30.76 

48-72h 7.99 16.83 7.00 5.16 8.72 34.92 

72-96h 8.00 17.66 6.90 2.28 8.80 33.87 

96-120h 7.64 12.00 7.16 7.02 8.60 31.92 

DISCUSSION 

From the distribution of identified SI values and BG measurements for all 3 cohorts, there were noticeable 

differences between the first 24h and the successive days until the end of the treatment where the lowest Si values and 

the highest BG values were always in the first 24h also the proportion of hours of insulin resistance and hyperglycemia. 

The Hungarian cohort had the highest SI and lowest BG but also had far fewer hours, and thus there may be a bias [7]. 

However, considering the analysis of the treatment difference, the CHO intake of the Hungarian cohort was 

significantly higher. On the other hand, the Malaysian cohort had the lowest SI and highest BG levels. These 

differences may also reflect cohort differences in the incidence of greater complexity and level of critical illness, such 

as incidence of severe sepsis, in some cohorts, which can occur from the areas and types of patients treated, as well as 

from treatment selection or treatment failure bias. 

Early occurrence of hyperglycemia episodes is likely due to the surge in EGP seen particularly in severe sepsis and 

septic shock patients in the first 12-24 hours of the stay [8,9]  

This behavior matches clinical expectations and is due to stress [10], often seen in the first 24 hours of stay, 

particularly in severe sepsis and septic shock patients, all of which match the metabolic variability seen in the first 

24h of stay. Thus, this phenomenon occurs qualitatively matches broad clinical expectations. 



CONCLUSIONS 

Patients in the early stages of ICU have low insulin sensitivity and high blood glucose levels, as expected, given the 

stress response physiology. Results align with the clinical expectations were the lowest insulin sensitivity values and 

the highest blood glucose levels tend to be in the first 24h in all cohorts. Given the results, this study initiates the idea 

of implementing a customized model-based control designed explicitly for the early phase of patient treatment, exactly 

the first 24h that can effectively handle patients' hyperglycemia and insulin resistance. These beneficial impacts may 

arise for STAR or any other model-based protocol from improved predictions and thus more accurate GC during 

treatment for early-stage treatments. 
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